Stochastic Automata Networks (Sans) are high-level formalisms for modeling very large and complex Markov chains in a compact and structured manner. To date, the exponential distribution has been the only distribution used to model the passage of time in the evolution of the different San components. In this paper we show how phase-type distributions may be incorporated into Sans thereby providing the wherewithal by which arbitrary distributions can be used which in turn leads to an improved ability for more accurately modeling numerous real phenomena.
Introduction
Stochastic Automata Networks (Sans) [2, 8, 13] are high-level formalisms for modeling very large and complex Markov chains in a compact and structured manner. To date, the exponential distribution has been the only distribution used to model the passage of time in the evolution of the different San components: a mathematical expediency that facilities our ability to model many San activities concurrently. Nevertheless, the use of more general distributions remains a desirable objective for more accurately modeling numerous real phenomena. It is in this regard that phase-type distributions fill an important role. Such distributions are usually structured as a passage through a set of exponential phases and may be used to approximate, arbitrarily closely, any other distribution. Queueing models which incorporate phase-type distributions have been analyzed by Neuts and his colleagues using the matrix geometric approach [12] . This approach is founded on the repetitive pattern of blocks in an infinite block Hessenberg Markov transition matrix. It has not been adopted to Sans representations of Markov chains, nor do we applied them in the Ph-San context. The compact tensor representation of Sans and Ph-Sans would appear to inhibit such an approach.
Phase-type distribution have also appeared in models built upon stochastic Petri nets (SPN) [1, 4-6, 9, 10] . In this context, two different paths have been followed. The first [1, 5] determines the conditions under which the stochastic process of a SPN is regenerative and defines a set of regeneration points. The behavior of the system between two regeneration points is then analyzed and with the identification of an embedded Markov chain, the stationary distribution may be computed. However, this approach lack generality, a result of the conditions imposed upon the SPN to make it regenerative.
The second approach is to introduce phase-type distributions into the SPN and to directly generate and analyze the Markov chain without resorting to regeneration points and an embedded chain. Among the research carried out along this second direction, one possibility is that represented by the work of Molloy and others [4, 10] whereby phase-type transitions in an SPN model are replaced by sub-nets that mimics their stochastic behavior. A second possibility is to introduce phase-type distributions directly into a model, which yields a stochastic Petri nets and separately described phase-type distributions, and to compute required solutions from the generated Markov chain. In this case, the phase-type characteristics are taken into account during the generation of the reachability graph of the model [6] by considering the semantic of each phase-type transition and directly analyzing the chain. However, this method is ineffective when the state space is very large, because the chain is explicitly described.
Recent research [7, 9] , instigated by the increased complexity of the Markov chain generated from a stochastic Petri net having phase-type distributions, has sought to form a compact tensor representation of the generator of the Markov chain, thereby avoiding the necessity of forming the transition rate matrix explicitly. The construction of a tensor representation is formed from a decomposition based on markings and descriptors of phase-type events. However, this approach can result in the undesirable effect of causing the elementary matrices to become large if the partitions of the state space contain multiple phase-type transitions, especially when these phase-type transitions are in structural conflict with each other.
The approach we develop in this paper is similar to the approach above in the sense that we give a compact tensor representation of the Markov chain defined by a SAN with phase type distribution. Our approach is to take a San model containing phase-type distributions and to translate it into another San model having only exponential distributions and additional automata. In the San formalism, it is the events that are responsible for causing transitions to occur and we shall associate a stochastic automaton with each event having a phase-type distribution. This automaton models the distribution of time until the event occurs. Events having phase-type distributions are called PH events. In translating the original San model with PH events into a new model, all PH events are eliminated and replaced with exponential events which translate the interactions among automata associated with PH events and the remaining automata and also take the scheduling policy of the phase-type distributions into account. In this way, the size of the elementary matrices remain small, because the size of the automata are small: the automata are either those of the original San, or are those associated with the PH events which are of size k, the number of phases in the representation of the distribution. A general algorithm which implements this translation procedure is presented in this paper and a complexity analysis is provided. The algorithm has been incorporated into our working version of the PEPS software package [3] and will be put online in the near future.
Stochastic Automata Networks

Informal Description
Stochastic Automata Networks, Sans, were first proposed by Plateau in 1985 [13] . The San formalism enables a complete system to be represented as a collection of interacting subsystems.
Each subsystem is represented by an automaton which is simply a directed and labeled graph whose states are referred to as local states, being local to that subsystem, and whose edges, relating local states to one another, are labeled with probabilistic and event information. The different subsystems apply this label information to enable them to interact with each other and to coordinate their behavior.
The states of a San are defined by the cartesian product of the local states of the automata and are called the global states of the SAN. Thus, a global state may be described by a vector whose i th component denotes the local state occupied by the i th automaton. The global state of a San is altered by the occurrence (referred to as the firing) of an event. Each event has a unique identifier and a firing rate. At any moment, multiple events may be enabled to fire (we shall also use the word fireable to describe events that are enabled): the one which actually fires is determined in a Markovian fashion, i.e., from the relative firing rates of those which are enabled.
The firing of an event changes a given global source state into a global destination state. An event may be one of two different types. A local event causes a change in one automaton only, so that the global source and destination states differ in one component (local state) only. A synchronizing event, on the other hand, can cause more than one automaton to simultaneously change its state with the result that the global source and destination states may differ in multiple components. Indeed, each synchronizing event is associated with multiple automata and the occurrence of a synchronizing event forces all automata associated with the event to simultaneously change state in accordance with the dictates of this synchronizing event on each implicated automata. Naturally, a synchronizing event must be enabled in all of the automata on which it is defined before it can fire.
Transitions from one local state to another within a given automaton are not necessarily in one-to-one correspondence with events: several different events may occasion the same local transition. Furthermore, the firing of a single event may give rise to several possible destinations on leaving a local source state. In this case, routing probabilities must be associated with the different possible destinations. Routing probabilities may be omitted only if the firing of an event gives rise to a transition having a single destination. Also, automata may interact with one another by means of functional rates: the firing rate of any event may be expressed, not only as a constant value (a positive real number), but also as a function of the state of other automata. Functional rates are defined within a single automaton, even though their parameters involve the states of other automata.
Formal Description
Formally, a stochastic automata network [2, 8, 13] is defined as the quadruplet, M = (N, A, E,f ), where
• N is the number of automata in the San, M.
• A = {A (1) , A (2) , . . . , A (N ) } is the set of automata of the model: each automaton is a directed, labeled graph. Specifically, the i th automaton, A (i) , is defined as
is the set of states of automaton A (i) . Their number is given as n (i) , the cardinality of the set S (i) . A state x (i) ∈ S (i) is called a local state of automaton A (i) . It follows that the product state space (PSS) of the model is
-Edge (i) is a set of directed edges within automaton A (i) . An edge is a directed arc connecting a local source state x (i) to a local destination state y (i) and is written as (x (i) , y (i) ). The automaton A (i) can only change from one local state x (i) to another local state y (i) if there is an edge from x (i) to y (i) .
-Label (i) is the set of labels associated with automaton A (i) . Each edge must have at least one label, and may have several; labels do not exist without an associated edge.
Each label on an edge (x (i) , y (i) ) is written as
where e is the identifier of a particular event and P e (x (i) , y (i) ) is a function from S (the state space) into [0, 1] (a probability). Thus each label specifies an event e whose firing permits a transition along the edge (x (i) , y (i) ) and provides the probability that A (i) actually changes from state x (i) to y (i) when the event fires. This does not exclude the possibility of having several labels on the edge (x (i) , y (i) ), each associated with a different event.
• E is the set of events that can occur in the model. As well as having a unique identifier, an element of E, i.e., an event e ∈ E, has three defining characteristics, its type, its master and its rate, collected together as the triple: (type, master, rate). These characteristics are as follows.
-an event's type may be either local, type(e) = loc, or synchronizing, type(e) = syn.
-an event's master is the index of the automaton that is master of the event: i.e.,
master (e) = {1, 2, . . . , N }. Each event has a special relationship with a single automaton, called the master of the event.
-an event's rate is the rate at which the event e occurs and may be a function from S into R + .
•f is the reachability function of the San. Its domain is the product state space, {x ∈ S}, and its range is the set {0, 1}. The set of reachable states, RSS, denoted byŜ, is defined asŜ = {x ∈ S |f (x) = 1}.
This completes our formal description of a SAN model. We now turn our attention to transitions that result from the occurrence (or firing) of events. For all events e, we shall let
. . , N , denote the set of transitions that can occur in automaton A (i) as a result of the event e firing. Thus
which simply says that T (i) (e) is the set of all edges (x (i) , y (i) ) in automaton A (i) that are labeled by the event e. It follows that the set of all automata that are affected by an event e, denoted O, is given by
Notice that, an event e is a local event if and only if O(e) is a singleton set; otherwise e is a synchronizing event. The set of all global transitions that can result from the occurrence of an event e, denoted by T (e), may now be given as
We have now defined the set of transitions, T (i) (e), within a specific automaton A (i) that can occur as a result of an event e firing, and also the set of all transitions that can occur as a result of an event e firing, namely T (e).
We shall distinguish events according to whether they are local events or synchronizing events.
The sets of local and synchronizing events are denoted respectively by -E l = {e ∈ E | type(e) = loc} and -E s = {e ∈ E | type(e) = syn} It follows that E = E l ∪ E s . We also define the successors of local and global states as follows:
For any event e, any local state x (i) ∈ S (i) and any global state x ∈ S, we define
-succ e (x) = {y ∈ S | (x, y) ∈ T (e)} In words, succ e (x (i) ) is the set of local states of automaton A (i) which can be reached from local state x (i) when the event e fires and succ e (x) is the set of global states that can be reached from global state x when e fires.
Finally, a San is said to be coherent if the following conditions hold
• For all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } and for all x (i) ∈ S (i) :
The probabilities for choosing local destination states, y (i) ∈ succ e (x (i) ), when leaving a local state, x (i) , must sum to one.
• For all e ∈ E, there exists a unique i ∈ O(e) such that master(e) = i (by definition) and
is not empty. In other words, each event e has a unique master automaton, A (i) , and the set of transitions generated by e in that master automaton is not empty.
• For all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, for all x (i) , y (i) ∈ S (i) and for all e 1 , e 2 ∈ E such that (e 1 , P e 1 (x (i) ,
we have e 1 = e 2 . Events must not be multiply defined.
•Ŝ is strongly connected. This last condition places a restriction on the reachability function of the San.
When, as is generally assumed to be the case, the distribution of firing time of all events in a San is exponentially distributed, then the underlying Markovian infinitesimal generator matrix of the San, Q, may be written as a sum of Kronecker products [2, 8, 13] . We have
In this representation, Q (i) is the local transition matrix of the automaton A (i) and is of size n (i) . Each matrix Q (i) is formed from E l and the corresponding sets Label (i) and S (i) . The value of the element Q (i) (x (i) , y (i) ) of the matrix Q (i) is given by:
For a synchronizing event, e ∈ E s , the elements,
e + of size n (i) are formed as follows. If i ∈ O(e), in other words if automaton A (i) is affected by event e, then
In all other cases, i.e., when i ∈ O(e), then the matrix
e + is the identity matrix:
e − is a diagonal matrix whose function is that of normalization. Indeed, for all x (i) ∈ S (i) , we must have
It therefore follows that
3 SANs and Phase-Type Distributions.
Having thus described both regular San and phase-type distributions, we are now in a position to introduce phase-type distributions into Sans, the result of which we shall refer to as a Ph-San.
It is important to remember that phase-type distributions apply only to events: they define the probability distributions of the random variables that represent the time between the moment certain events become enabled and their firing. This means that we must now distinguish between events with exponentially distributed firing rates and those with phase-type firing rates.
Thus, in a Ph-San, events have an additional attribute, a probability distribution characteristic denoted by dist, which is equal to M if the associated firing distribution is exponential, and is equal to PH if it is phase-type. It follows that the set of events in a Ph-San, E, may be partitioned into two sets, those having exponential firing distributions, called E M , and those with PH distributions, called E P H . Since events may also be local or synchronizing, this gives rise to subsets, E M −l : local events having an exponential distribution; E M −s : synchronizing events having an exponential distribution, and similarly for E P H−l and E P H−s : local and synchronizing events having a PH distribution.
The description of a Ph-San must include the number of phases needed to represent the distribution, the service rate at each of these phases and the probabilities of transition among the phases. In other words, an automaton complete with its own set of events. These events are internal to the representation of the phase-type event, and their firing moves the representation from phase to phase. The description of a PH event must also specify the policy to be adopted in the case of an interruption: either preempt-resume or preempt-restart. This will be denoted by P P , for preemption policy, with P P = B for begin again (i.e., preempt-restart), or P P = C for continue on (i.e., preempt-resume). To present this more formally, let h be a PH event, i.e.,
h ∈ E P H . Then h is described by D (h) where
In this description, A (h) is an automaton with all the attributes of automata as defined formally The automaton also returns to this state when the event h is interrupted and the preemption policy is B, preempt-restart.
The events that are internal to a PH event h, i.e., the elements of the set E (h) , are local events and have firing distributions that are exponentially distributed. Since they are local and all belong to the same automaton, the master of each is the automaton A (h) itself. Furthermore, each e (h) ∈ E (h) has its own rate, given by rate(e (h) ). Therefore the triple that defines all e (h) ∈ E (h) , the events internal to a PH event, may be written as loc, A (h) , rate(e (h) ) . Let us now consider some of the implications of introducing PH events into a San.
• Since each PH event gives rise to a new automaton, it behooves us to differentiate between the automata of the base San, those automata whose purpose is to represent the components of the system being modeled, and automata whose purpose is to represent phase-type distributions. We shall call the former base automata, and the latter induced automata.
• In the formal description of a regular San, events were defined as having three components, namely type, master and rate: type being either local or synchronizing, master being the identity of a particular base automaton and rate being a constant or a function of the state of several base automata. A PH event must have these same three components. The type and master of a PH event are defined identically to those of exponential events. The rate of a phase-type event on the other hand, is given, not as a constant nor as a function, but instead is specified through the behavior of an automaton. We point out that it remains possible to associate a function with the rate of a PH event, by multiplying the rate of each phase in its representation by the value of the function. To differentiate between phase-type and exponential events, events in a Ph-San are defined with four components:
[(exponential or phase-type), (local or synchronizing), master, rate].
Formally, a Ph-San may be defined asM = N, A, E,f , K, D , where
• N is the number of base automata in the model.
is the set of base automata. The product state space generated by this set of base automata is denoted by S.
• E is the set of events defined on the base automata. It includes both exponentially distributed and phase-type events.
•f is a reachability function defined on the product state space S.
• K is the number of PH events in the model. They are all defined on the set of base automata and are denoted by h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K .
•
is the set of phase-type event definitions, one for each PH event.
Observe that when K = 0, this definition reverts to that of a normal San as defined in Section 2.2. In a manner similar to that used to define the product state space S and a global state x of a regular San, we define the product state space of a Ph-San, denoted byS, as
where S (h i ) is the state space of the automata induced by the i th PH event, i = 1, 2, . . . , K; and a global state of a Ph-San, as
where x (h i ) is the local state of the i th induced automaton, the automaton that represents the i th PH event. Consider the example of the Ph-San shown in Figure 1 .
It consists of 3 base automata, A (1) , A (2) and A (3) , the first having four local states and the second and third having 2 local states each. A total of 6 events, all of which are local events,
event rate e 1 τ e1 e 2 τ e2 e 3 τ e3 e 4 τ e4
Figure 1: Example of a Ph-San model are defined on these three base automata: e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and e 4 are exponential events while h 1 and h 2 are PH events. The firing rates of these events are specified within the table denoted E. The rates associated with the two PH events give rise to two induced automata, A (h 1 ) and
. The first of these represents an Erlang-3 distribution in which the rate at each of the three phases is equal to µ. If the event h 1 is interrupted, the preemption policy is P P (h 1 ) = B,
i.e., preempt-restart. The second, A (h 2 ) , represents a 3-phase Coxian distribution with rate λ i at phase i, i = 0, 1, 2 and probabilities of exiting at the end of phases 0 and 1 given by p and q respectively. The preemption policy of the PH event h 2 is P P (h 2 ) = C, i.e., preempt-resume.
Additionally, the induced events associated with each PH event have a functional rate (functions
. These induced events are eligible to fire only if the corresponding PH event is fireable. Finally, this model contains one functional transition: event h 2 can fire only if one or both of A (2) and A (3) are in local state 1.
To proceed, it is important to understand the manner in which events fire and the effect that these events have on one another. At any instant of time, events may be divided into those that are able to fire (enabled events) and those that are not (disabled events). In any given state x, one of the enabled events will eventually fire and this can have a number of consequences on the other events. After an event e fires:
• some events that were previous disabled may now be enabled.
• other events that were previously disabled will continue to be disabled.
• some events that were previously enabled will continue to be enabled.
• other events that were previously enabled may now be disabled.
In the example just presented, suppose that the base automaton A (1) is in state 2. At this point we need not be concerned about the other two base automata since the events defined on them, In this case e 1 is disabled but h 1 continues to be eligible to fire. Since the interruption policy of h 1 is preempt-restart, its firing process must begin again from its first phase, no matter which phase it was in when event e 2 fired. Now however, since h 1 is the only event that is enabled when A (1) is in state 4, it will not be interrupted but instead will proceed to complete all 3 phases in its Erlang representation. Finally, if h 1 is the first to fire, A (1) moves to state 3, a state in which e 1 is prohibited from firing, e 2 is enabled and h 2 is enabled if one or both of the automata A (2) and A (3) is in state 1. If this condition is true, then event h 2 continues from the point at which it was previously interrupted, since its preemption policy is preempt-resume.
Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, the only situation requiring special attention occurs when the event or events that are disabled are PH events. Hence we shall use the term "disabling event" to designate an event e whose firing disables phase-type events that were enabled prior to the firing of e. The term "disabling event" will not be applied to events which disable only exponential events. An enabled phase-type event which is disabled by the firing of an event e is said to be a censored event. The set of all phase-type events disabled by the firing of e in state x is called the censored set of the event e in state x. This censored set will be denoted ⊥ x (e), where the current state of the system is specifically identified.
The disabling of phase-type events by an event e can arise in two different contexts: first as a result of the layout of the edges emanating from the automata, in which case e is said to be a structurally-disabling event and second by the values assumed by one or more functions defined on the San, in which case we say that e is a functionally disabling event. These are now discussed in more detail.
Events such as e 1 and e 2 in A (1) are said to be in symmetric structural conflict: structural since the disabling condition (or conflict) arises from the diagrammatic (or structural) layout of the edges on which the events are defined, and symmetric since if e 1 fires first then e 2 becomes disabled, and vice versa, if e 2 fires first, then e 1 becomes disabled. Observe that in Sans, it is not necessary for disabling conditions to be symmetric. It is possible to have a state in which two events a and b are both enabled and from which the firing of a leads to a state in which b is disabled, but the firing of b leads to a state in which a is still enabled. In this situation we could say that a is in conflict with b, but b is not in conflict with a. However, the word conflict itself has an inherent concept of symmetry and for this reason, we avoid using it, choosing instead to use the terminology of disabling events and censored sets. When an event e fires in some state x and phase-type events are subsequently disabled as a result of this firing and the structural layout of the edges, we shall say that e is a structurally-disabling event. The set of events disabled by the firing of e is called the set of structurally-censored events of e in the state x and is denoted by ⊥ (s)x (e).
Let e ∈ E be an event, h ∈ E a PH event and x ∈ S a global state of the base automata. Then e is said to be a structurally-disabling event in x and h ∈ ⊥ (s)x (e) a structurally-censored event in x if and only if there exists an
In words, this means that it is possible for the Ph-San to arrive at a state x such that within automata A (i) , there are events e and h which are both enabled in the same local state x (i) and that if e fires first and moves A (i) to state a (i) , there is no edge (a (i) , c (i) ) labeled with the event h, i.e., the event h is disabled after the firing of e. Returning to the example, we see that
for all x where x (2) (respectively x (3) ) implies any legitimate value of the second (respectively third)
automaton. The event e 1 also (structurally) disables event e 2 but we do not write e 2 ∈ ⊥ (s)x (e 1 ) since e 2 is not a PH event.
With Sans, structurally is not the only way in which the firing of certain events may disable other events: events may also be functionally-disabling. Let us return to the example and consider the situation in which A (1) is in local state 3, A (2) is in local state 1 and A (3) is in local state 2. In this case events e 3 and h 2 are enabled. The event e 2 is also enabled but this is not relevant to the situation we are studying. If the event e 3 fires before the event h 2 , then the function f (h 2 ) assumes the value 0 and the event h 2 is interrupted. It is no longer enabled. The event e 3 is said to functionally-disable the event h 2 : h 2 is a functionally-censored event. The firing of the event e 3 has the effect of changing the value of the function f (h 2 ) and consequently to imposing a restriction on h 2 . More formally, we have:
Let e ∈ E be an event, h ∈ E a PH event and x ∈ S a global state of the base automata for which f (h) (x) = 0. Then e is said to be a functionally-disabling event in x and h ∈ ⊥ (f )x (e) a functionally-censored event in x if and only if there exists a y ∈ succ e (x) such that f (h) (y) = 0.
In words, this means that it is possible for the Ph-San to enter a state x in which events e and h are defined and for which there is no functional impediment to the firing of the phasetype event h (i.e., f (h) (x) = 0). If the firing of event e leads to a global state y of the base automata in which the event h is disabled due to the fact that the function in this state y now has a value 0, then we say that the event e functionally-disables the event h. The event e is a functionally disabling event and h, a functionally-censored event. The set of events that are functionally-censored by the firing of e in state x is denoted by ⊥ (f )x (e).
We now wish to define the sets containing all the phase-type events in a Ph-San,M = N, A, E,f , K, D , that are structurally or functionally disabled by an event e ∈ E in some global state x of the base automata. We have the following:
Given that the set ⊥ (s) x (e) contains all PH events that are structurally-censored by the event e in x and that the set ⊥ (f ) x (e) contains all PH events that are functionally-censored by event e in x, it follows that the set of all PH events that are censored (either structurally or functionally)
by e in x is the union of these and is denoted by ⊥ x (e). The set
is the set of all PH events which are structurally-(respectively functionally-) censored by e in any global state defined on the base automata, while the set ⊥ (e) contains all PH events that are disabled by e in any global state of the base automata. In the previous example, the non-empty censored sets are
Additionally, within each of these sets, we distinguish their elements, the phase-type events, based on whether their preemption policy is preempt-restart, P P = B, or preempt resume, P P = C. For example the set ⊥ (s) x (e)|B (respectively ⊥ (s) x (e)|C) is the set of all PH events which are structurally-censored by the firing of e in x and whose preemption policy is preempt-restart (respectively preempt-resume).
We now turn our attention to the definition of the Markov chain described by a Ph-San. We shall denote the transition of the Markov chain from a global statex = x,
of the Ph-San to another global stateỹ = y, y (h 1 ) , y (h 2 ) , . . . , y (h K ) by (x,ỹ). When it becomes necessary to identify the individual automata that change when this transition occurs, we shall use the notation
to signify that changes have occurred in n of the N base automata, namely i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n and in k of the K induced automata, namely those corresponding to PH events h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h k . We consider first, transitions that occur due to the firing of an exponential event, e. We identify these by the letter M for Markovian. Later we shall address the case of transitions that result from the firing of a PH event h. When the exponential event e is a local, as opposed to synchronizing, event, the only possibilities are the following:
Event e is a local event for which the set ⊥ x (e) is empty.
In other words, no PH event is disabled when e fires. Then the only change in moving from statex toỹ occurs in the automaton on which the event e is defined. We write this change as
Event e is a local event for which the set ⊥ x (e)|B is empty but ⊥ x (e)|C is not.
In this case there are PH events which are disabled when e fires but these PH events all have the preempt-resume policy. This gives rise to exactly the same change of state as
in the destination state y. When e fires, it will force the induced automata corresponding to these PH events to move to state 0, i.e., to restart. This transition is written as
In all three cases, the rate at which the transition occurs from statex toỹ is the same and is given by
Obviously, if a local event e is not responsible of the occurrence of the transition (x,ỹ) then Q e l (x,ỹ) = 0. The same three situations arise when e is a synchronizing event with an exponential firing time, but now additional automata, those concerned by the synchronization, must become involved. We follow the same procedure as before:
When the set ⊥ x (e) is empty, no PH events are disabled by the firing of e so the only automata affected are the base automata involved in the synchronization. This gives the transition We have
where n ≥ 1 and {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n } ⊆ O(e).
M s .(c)
The final case to consider occurs when ⊥ x (e)|B is not empty, and there exist preempt-
in the destination state y.
Following a similar reasoning to that used in the local event case, M l (c), we obtain
Again, in all three cases, the rate at which the transition occurs from statex toỹ is the same and is given by Q e s (x,ỹ) = rate(e) × i∈O(e) P e x (i) , y (i) .
Once
Consider now the case in which the event which fires is a PH event. Like an exponential event, a PH event can be a local event or a synchronizing event and when it fires, it can give rise to exactly the same types of situation described above for an exponential event. As we have seen, a PH event h defined on the set of base automata, is represented by an induced automaton, A (h) , which contains its own internal events, denoted e (h) , and one special state, state 0. Only one type of internal event can possibly affect the base automata, those internal events which take A (h) into the special state 0. We shall refer to this kind of event as an "End of Service" (EoS) event for it is precisely this event that signals the completion of the firing time distribution and invokes changes in the states of the base automata: in other words, an EoS event triggers the firing of the PH event h. It is an "End of Service" event which generates situations similar to those just defined for an exponential event. Other events defined on A (h) move it from phase to phase, but have no effect whatsoever on the base automata. To distinguish such events from an EoS event, we shall refer to them as a "CoS" events, for "Continuation of Service". CoS events occasion transitions within the induced automaton only. The list of all possible transitions that can emanate from PH events may now be given. As before, we seek to identify the global states y that can be reached from a global sourcex =
For all CoS PH events e (h) ∈ E (h) , whether h is local or synchronizing, and independent of whether the sets of PH events disabled by the firing of h, namely ⊥ x (h)|B and ⊥ x (h)|C, are empty or not, the only change inx is given by x (h) /y (h) for y (h) = 0. This is the only possibility for CoS PH events. The rate at which this transition occurs is given by
For all CoS PH events e (h) , which do not cause the transition (x,ỹ), the value of Q h,e (h)
CoS (x,ỹ) = 0). As concerns EoS PH events, the following possibilities arise and correspond to those defined previously for exponential events: the first three corresponding to the case when the event h is a local event and the second three when it is a synchronizing event. Bear in mind that it is the firing of the EoS event e (h) which triggers the event h, causing it to fire. P H l .(a) When the set ⊥ x (h) is empty, no PH events are disabled when h fires and the only change in moving from statex toỹ occurs in the automaton on which the event h is defined and within the automaton induced by h. We write this change as x (i) /y (i) , x (h) /0 where {i} = O(h).
P H l .(b)
When only PH events having the preempt-resume preemption policy are disabled by the firing of a local PH event h, then ⊥ x (h)|B is empty but ⊥ x (h)|C is not. This gives rise to exactly the same change of state as before, namely
since the firing of h will leave the status of the censored PH events unaltered.
P H l .(c)
The final possibility for a local PH event h is that the set ⊥ x (h)|B is not empty, and there exist preempt-restart PH events h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h k ({h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h k } ⊆ ⊥ x (h)|B) enabled in x but disabled in the destination state y. It makes no difference whether ⊥ x (h)|C is empty or not. When h fires, it will force the induced automata corresponding to these phase-type events to move to state 0, i.e., to restart. This transition is written
For all EoS PH events e (h) , which do not cause the transition (x,ỹ), the value of Q h,e (h)
EoS,l (x,ỹ) is equal to zero (Q h,e (h)
CoS (x,ỹ) = 0). Lastly, when h is a synchronizing event with a phase-type firing distribution, the same three situations arise, and again additional automata, those concerned by the synchronization, must become involved. We follow the same procedure as before: P H s .(a) When the set ⊥ x (h) is empty, no PH events are disabled when h fires so the only automata that are affected are the base automata involved in the synchronization. We have the following transition x (i 1 ) /y (i 1 ) , x (i 2 ) /y (i 2 ) , . . . , x (in) /y (in) , x (h) /0 where n ≥ 1 and
|C is not, we obtain exactly the same situation as if no PH are disabled by the firing of h, for reasons previously cited.
P H s .(c)
The final case to consider occurs when ⊥ x (h)|B is not empty, and there exist PH events h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h k ({h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h k } ⊆ ⊥ x (h)|B) enabled in x but disabled in the destination state y. Following a similar analysis to that used in the local event case, we obtain
Again, in all three cases, the rate at which the transition occurs from statex toỹ is the same and is given by
Again, for EoS PH events e (h) , which do not cause the transition (x,ỹ), the value of Q h,e (h)
EoS,l (x,ỹ) is equal to zero (Q h,e (h) EoS,s (x,ỹ) = 0). Notice that in all these cases, if the "presence" of the PH event h does not cause the transition (x,ỹ), then
EoS, s (x,ỹ) = 0 ∀e (h) .
It follows then that the Q(x,ỹ) element of the transition rate matrix of the Markov chain representing a Ph-San is given by
CoS (x,ỹ)
EoS,l (x,ỹ)
EoS,s (x,ỹ)   .
Transformation procedure for a Ph-San Model
In the previous section we saw how to define a San which incorporates events whose firing time is distributed according to a phase-type probability law. To distinguish between a San having only exponentially distributed events and one with both exponential and PH events, we refer to the first as an ordinary (or regular, or standard) San and the second as a Ph-San.
However, the actual specification, or definition, of a Ph-San only takes us so far. The real interest in developing stochastic automata networks lies, not so much in their specification, although this can be extremely useful in certain circumstances, but rather in the fact that the transition matrix of the underlying Markov chain of a San can be represented compactly, and hence manipulated, as a compact sum of tensor products. It remains for us to show that a Ph-San has this same representational property. We seek a compact tensor representation in which the number of terms in the sum is of the order of the number of automata, not of the order of the number of elements in the matrix. Our approach is to show that a Ph-San can be transformed into a regular San that reproduces stochastically the behavior of the Ph-San. This transformation is a two-stage process. In the first stage, we shall transform an arbitrary Ph-San into a stochastically equivalent Ph-San in which certain types of events have been eliminated.
The second stage is to take this modified Ph-San and to transform it into a stochasticallyidentical regular San. Since a regular San has the compact representation property that we seek, it follows that a Ph-San also has this property.
Previously we defined a disabling event, e, as one whose firing disables PH events that were enabled prior to the firing of e. We also defined a censored set as the set of PH events disabled when such an event fires. It should be apparent that the censored set obtained when e fires in one global state x is not necessarily the same as that obtained when it fires in some other state y. Less apparent perhaps, is that different censored sets may be obtained when e fires on different occasions from the same global state x. This arises when transition probabilities are associated with different destination states. The firing of e may, with probability p, lead to a state in which a PH event h is disabled, or with probability 1 − p, lead to a state in which h is still enabled. Thus, a PH event h may be disabled in one destination states but not in another and consequently the censored sets obtained will not be the same. In transforming a
Ph-San to a regular San, we need to be aware of instances in which the firing of a disabling event e is guaranteed to disable a PH event h. In this case, the PH event h is an element of all censored sets obtained by the firing of e from a state x. A disabling event which is guaranteed to disable a PH event is called a surely-disabling or monoform event. Otherwise it is called a possibly-disabling or multiform event.
Definition 4.1 LetM = (N, A, E,f , K, D) be a Ph-San. Let e ∈ E be an arbitrary event defined on A, let h ∈ E be a PH event, and let x ∈ S be a global state in which both e and h are enabled. The event e is said to be a surely-disabling or monoform event if and only if h is disabled in all successor states, y ∈ succ e (x). The event e is said to be a possibly-disabling or multiform event if there exist states y 1 , y 2 ∈ succ e (x) where h is enabled in y 1 but disabled in
Consider the Ph-San model previously presented in Figure 1 . Events e 1 and h 1 are both enabled in state x = (1, x (2) , x (3) ). When the event e 1 fires, then with probability p, the destination state is (2, x (2) , x (3) ), a state in which h 1 is disabled and with probability 1 − p the destination state is (4, 
The intermediate model: A monoform Ph-San
Transforming a Ph-San to a San leads us to distinguish among the events in the set E of a
Ph-San based on the censored sets obtained when the event fires, i.e., to distinguish between multiform (possibly-disabling) events and monoform (surely-disabling) events. At the moment we need only be concerned with multiform events whose censored sets contain PH events having the preempt-restart preemption policy, (P P = B). A Ph-San model which contains only monoform (surely-disabling) and non-disabling events is called a monoform Ph-San. A PhSan model containing multiform (possibly-disabling) events is called a multiform Ph-San.
To transform a Ph-San containing multiform events into a Ph-San containing only surelydisabling and non-disabling events, all multiform events are replaced by a number of surelydisabling and non-disabling events. The number of events (monoform and non-disabling) that replace a multiform event is equal to the number of different censored sets generated by the multiform event. For example, the equivalent monoform model to that of Figure 1 is given in Figure 2 . Notice that the single multiform event of the model, e 1 in state x = (1, x (2) , x (3) ), has been replaced by two monoform events, e 1 1 and e 2 1 . The firing of e 1 1 moves the system from state x to state y 1 = (2, x (2) , x (3) ) at rate τ e 1 (1 − p), while the firing of e 2 1 moves the system from state x to state y 2 = (4, x (2) , x (3) ) at rate τ e 1 (p).
If the multiform event e is exponential, then each newly generated event will be an exponential event; if e is a PH multiform event then each newly generated event will also be a PH event. To replace an exponential multiform event e, the only change that occurs to the Ph-San .f h2
The equivalent monoform Ph-San to that of Figure 1 is that the labels of the event are modified. In particular, the number of automata and the local states and arcs within automata, are unaffected. Even within the specification of the exponential multiform event, its type, master and rate are unchanged. Only the labels are affected for this is the means by which the behavior of the event is specified. The original labels concerning the multiform event e are removed and replaced by new labels, one for each of the different censored sets that can arise by the firing of e. Each new label is imposed on the arc or arcs that represent the particular instance in which the firing of e gives rise to the associated censored set.
The situation is somewhat more complicated if e is a PH multiform event. A multiform event having r different censored sets gives rise to r new events, each of which is a PH event, and each must be associated with a descriptor to represent its firing distribution. However, all r events are associated with the same induced automaton, the one which represents the distribution of the original multiform PH event. This must be done to enforce the delay semantics of the distribution and moreover, it avoids useless state space explosion. This is illustrated in the following example. 
event rate e (h1)
1 , e the situation where h 1 is not a disabling event, it is kept without replacement. The firing time distribution of each of all these events must be identical and equal to the firing time distribution of the original multiform event h 1 . Therefore each has the same description. We may write
In particular, we do not introduce additional automata to represent additional PH events that are created during the transformation of a multiform PH event. The automaton that represents the firing time distribution of a multiform PH event is unchanged in every way, except that the labels on its arcs are replaced with others that relate to the newly defined events. Thus this single automaton can function as the description of all the newly created events. For example, the arcs of automaton
2 ) are labeled with the events of
For each of the events h 1 , h 1 1 and h 2 1 , we associate within the description
1 , e 
2 ) can fire in automaton
is not enabled when h 1 1 (and h 2 1 ) is enabled but only if h 1 is enabled. The association of the same set of states and arcs with the events h 1 , h 1 1 and h 2 1 is a necessary part of the transformation process. Consider the situation that arises if h 1 1 (or h 2 1 ) is interrupted while in state 1 (2 nd service stage of its firing distribution) by the event h 2 . Since P P (h 1 1 ) = C, this state must be preserved so that the distribution can continue from this point. Suppose now that h 1 is enabled when A (1) is in state 3. Since h 1 , h 1 1 and h 2 1 essentially represent the same multiform event, the distribution must continue from the state in which it was interupted, which is state 1, even though it is the event h 1 rather than h 1 1 that is now enabled.
The general procedure to be adopted for the transformation of any multiform PH event is similar to that just described. As was the case for a multiform exponential event, a multiform PH event h with r different censored sets of disabled PH events, gives rise to r PH events, all r having the same firing time distribution, the same preemption policy and all described on the same induced automaton, the automaton induced by the multiform PH event, h. Within this automaton, the set of states and the set of arcs are not altered in any way. The arcs on this automaton bear the labels of all r newly created events and it is by the use of functions that we distinguish among the r different possibilities. The firing indicator function associated with the multiform PH event is replaced with r firing indicator functions, one for each of the newly created events. A newly created event is enabled only if the value of its indicator function is 1 and only one of these r indicator functions can have the value 1 at any given time.
Theorem: Equivalence between Multiform and Monoform Models
the monoform Ph-San derived fromM by replacing multiform events having r censored sets with r monoform events as described above. ThenM andM ′ define the same Markov chain.
Proof:
The only difference in the two models concerns the events which are defined on them. These events give rise to transitions that constitute the Markov chain. From the manner in which the multiform Ph-San is transformed into a monoform Ph-San, each transition ofM generated by a multiform event in state x is also generated by a monoform or non-disabling event from the same state x inM ′ and vice versa. In other words, ⇒ For each transition that occurs from statex inM, the same transition occurs from the same state inM ′ .
⇐ Similarly, for each transition that occurs from statex inM ′ , the same transition occurs in statex ofM.
A straightforward, but somewhat long, formal proof can be obtained by a simple rewriting of events. Let us consider each of these components separately, so that we may observe the effects of this transformation process.
Convertion of a monoform Ph-San to a San
•N = N + K is the number of automata inM. It is equal to the number of automata iñ M (N base automata and K induced automata).
} is the set of automata that constituteM.
The first N of these correspond to the N base automata ofM and they differ from those ofM in one respect only: labels corresponding to monoform events inM are replaced by others inȂ. The set of local states and the set of arcs are identical in both cases.
The K automata corresponding to induced automata have the same set of states as their counterparts inM, but the set of arcs inȂ contain those of A inM and possibly additional arcs introduced to handle interruptions of PH events with the preempt-restart policy. Also, as is the case for the N base automata, the labels in the K induced automata may need to be altered.
•Ȇ is the set of events inM and is not the same as the set of events inM. New events are introduced inM to replace PH events, to replace events that disable PH events and to replace events in the descriptions of PH events.
•f is the reachability function ofM.
It should be apparent that we need to consider the construction of: (a) the set of events,Ȇ;
(b) the set of labels in the base automata,Label (i) ; (c) the set of labels in the induced automata, Label (h) ; and (d) the additional arcs that need to be added into induced automata, a set that we shall denoteȊnt (h) . The construction of these four sets may be accomplished by considering the different types of events that occur in the Ph-San and the preemption policies of PH events.
Events defined on induced automata.
Let us consider changes to the automata that result from the transformation of events defined on an induced automaton, i.e., on an automaton that represents the firing time distribution of a PH event. Previously, in an induced automaton A (h) that describes a phase-type distribution in a Ph-San, we distinguished two types of events, namely CoS (Continuation of Service) events
and EoS (End of Service) events. We first consider CoS events and the changes that arise from the transformation of CoS events inM to corresponding events inM. The changes that occur in this case can affect only the labels of the induced automaton. On the other hand, the transformation of EoS events inM may affect the labels in those base automata associated with the event as well as the labels in the induced automaton itself.
(a) CoS (Continuation of Service) events:
The label of a CoS event e (h) on an arc from any node x (h) to any other node y (h) (other than the node zero) gives rise to a local eventȇ (h) in the San model with rate equal to that of e (h)
multiplied by the probability P e (h) (x (h) , y (h) ). More precisely,
For all Ph-San CoS events e (h) (loc,
, construct the San event:
Observe that the set of all automata affected by the eventȇ (h) is simply the singleton set consisting of the automatonȂ (h) itself, i.e., we have O(ȇ (h) ) =Ȃ (h) . It is important to understand why the firing rate of the event e (h) in the Ph-SanM is multiplied by the probability P e (h) (x (h) , y (h) ) to form the firing rate ofȇ (h) in the SanM. Consider, for example, the case of a Ph-San where there exists a state 0) , meaning that the two edges exiting from the same state x (h) are both labelled by e (h) . In this case e (h) is simultaneously a CoS event and an EoS event and in the San model, this event will be replaced by two different events, namelyȇ
2 for the edge (x (h) , 0). Now, if we associate the label (ȇ (h) 1 , p 1 ) with the edge (x (h) , y (h) ), the model no longer conforms to the conditions (in particular, condition 3) of a coherent San presented in Section 2.2. It is therefore necessary in the San model to multiply the probability by the firing rate. Multiplying the rate by the probability P e (h) (x (h) , y (h) ) guarantees the correct probabilistic behavior since an event in the Ph-San may be replaced by several events according to the number of labels containing that event. Finally, notice that the transitions of the Ph-San which occur when the event e (h) fires, are equivalent to the transitions of the San model that occur upon the firing of the eventȇ (h) .
(b) EoS (End of Service) events:
Let us now move onto the transformation of EoS events inM. The transformation is specified precisely as For all h ∈ E P H , x (h) ∈S (h) = S (h) and y (h) = 0:
Furthermore, for all i ∈ O(h) and for all (
In this case, the set of automata affected by the eventȇ (h) includes not only the induced automaton,Ȃ (h) , but also, all base automata affected by the event h, i.e., O(ȇ (h) ) = O(h) ∪Ȃ (h) Notice that the eventȇ (h) in the San which corresponds to an EoS event e (h) in a Ph-San model, is a synchronizing event, whereas the original event e (h) is a local event. This is due to the fact that an event representing the end of service of a phase-type distribution must be synchronized with the occurrence of the transition generated by the actual firing of h. Once again, it is easy to show that the transitions generated by the firing of e (h) in the Ph-San are equivalent to those generated by the firing ofȇ (h) in the San.
Events defined on the base automata.
Let us now consider events that are defined on the base automata. To examine this more closely, consider the effect of disabling a PH event h whose preemption policy is preempt-resume. A functionf h is associated with CoS events in the induced automaton of the Ph-San and has the value 1 when the Ph-San is in any state in which h may fire. Suppose that h is in its k th service stage where the firing of an eventȇ (h) will signal the end of this service phase. If an event that disables h should happen to fire at this moment, then the service is disrupted because the functionf h , which in the San model controls the firing of the eventȇ (h) , is now equal to 0. The work done to this point is therefore saved at the k th service phase. The next time that h is enabled the value of the functionf h will be equal to 1, and the work continued from the k th phase by restarting the exponential delay at that phase. For this reason, exponential events in the Ph-San,M, having censored sets that are either empty or containing only PH events with the preempt-resume policy, are replicated in the San,M. Exponential events that disable PH events with the preempt-resume policy simply postpone the evolution of the phase-type distribution and do not reset the associated automata to zero. As we have just seen, this is modeled by a function and does not affect the exponential event.
In the case of the interruption of a PH event h having a preempt-restart policy, the interruption of the work of h may be expressed in terms of a synchronization between the firing of the disabling event and a return to phase 0 in the automaton that models the phase-type distribution. At this point, new edges may have to be added to this automaton, to represent the interruption of service and the return to phase 0.
Exponential Events which disable PH-R events
We now consider the case when the event which disables a PH event with a preempt-restart policy is an exponential event. For all events e ∈ E M such that ⊥(e)|R = ∅, we construct the eventȇ such that:
e : (syn, master(e), rate(e)) ∈Ȇ, and
Additional Edges and Labels:
For all h ∈ ⊥(e)|R and for all x (h) ∈S (h) − {0}, Construct:
• Edge:
Corresponding to each exponential event e of the Ph-San, which disables a PH-R event h, there corresponds an eventȇ which synchronizes the end of the exponential delay represented by e and the interruption of the progress of the phase-type distribution, represented by a return to phase 0. This interruption depends on the boolean function f (e,h) whose value is equal to 1 for states in which e can disable h. Let S(e) be the set of states of the model in which the event e can fire. Among these states, we distinguish those in which the event e can disable the PH event h. We denote this set by S(e, h). The value of the function f (e,h) is equal to 1 for these states. More precisely we write f (e,h) (x) = 1 for all x ∈ S(e, h), and f (e,h) (x) = 0 for x ∈ S(e) -S(e, h). The construction of the function f (e,h) consists in exploring all the states of the Ph-San where e and h are enabled, and in which the firing of e can disable h (which allows us to construct the set S(e, h)). This search may be carried out in parallel with the construction of the censored sets (⊥(e)) of an event e. Now suppose that in the San model, the system is in a state x of S(e, h) and that the automaton induced by h is in local state x (h) . In this case, the firing of the eventȇ implies the interruption of the event h because f (e,h) (x) = 1 and the automaton induced by h must return to phase 0. Hence the need for an edge between phase x (h) and 0. On the other hand, if the system is in a state x where e cannot disable h whose induced automaton is in local state x (h) , f (e,h) (x) = 0, a self-loop on state (x (h) ,x (h) ) is needed to synchronize with the firing ofȇ. In this caseȇ does not interrupt h.
It is important at this stage of the translation to underline the interest in passing first by a monoform Ph-San. If the event e is multiform in a state, then the interruption of the progress of a PH event must depend on the successor state after the firing of e, which is impossible to effect without decomposing the event. Furthermore, the use of a function to model this situation is impossible, because this would involve the evaluation of a future state. Since the event e is monoform, then, if it can disable an event h in some state x, it will interrupt h no matter what the successor state. Again, transitions generated by the firing of the exponential event e in the Ph-San are equivalent to those generated by the firing of the eventȇ in the San model. This observation may be verified by examining the set of effects caused by these events.
Phase-type Events which disable PH-R events
The final part of the construction concerns the case of a PH event v, of a Ph-San, which may disable a PH-R event h. Indeed, in this case, it is the EoS events of the induced automaton for v that interrupt the progress of the phase-type distribution of h. The analysis is similar to that performed for the exponential disabling event just described. More precisely, For all events v ∈ E P H such that ⊥(v)|R = ∅, construct the eventv such that:
Additional Edges and Labels:
For all h ∈ ⊥(v)|R, for all eventsȇ (v) that correspond to EoS events, and for all x (h) ∈ S (h) − {0}, Construct:
• Edge: (
Again, it is not difficult to see the equivalence between transitions in the Ph-San and San models after this transformation. 
1 2 
Complexity
The transformation of a Ph-San model into a San model is based on identifying situations in which certain events are disabled. Consider an arbitrary event e ∈ E (either exponential or PH) and a PH event h ∈ E. As previously stated, if the preemption policy of h is preemptresume, then no change need be made to the representation of the event e nor to the automaton induced by the event h. It follows that we really do not need to know if e disables a preemptresume PH event or not. On the other hand, if the preemption policy of h is preempt-restart, the representation of the event e must be replaced by an event which synchronizes with the automaton induced by h. Thus, only events which disable PH-B events need be identified. We show below that structurally-disabling events can be detected rather easily, but that functionally disabling events are more costly to detect and the complexity of the algorithm in this case is related to the function associated with the PH-B event.
We begin with structurally-disabling events. Our goal is to identify the states in which a
given event e structurally disables a PH-B event h. This must be done for every e ∈ E and h ∈ E P H−B . From among all states x in which both these events are enabled, we can identify the successor states obtained from the firing of e in which h is no longer enabled. Since our concern at this point is with structurally-disabling events, such a state has, in each automaton
• an edge (x (i) , y (i) ) ∈ Edge (i) labeled with e, and an edge (x (i) , z (i) ) ∈ Edge (i) labeled with h.
• after the firing of e, a successor state y (i) of x (i) , (y (i) ∈ succ e (x (i) )), in which h is not enabled, which implies that in automaton A (i) there is no edge out of y (i) labeled with h.
For each automaton A (i) , i ∈ O(e) ∩ O(h), let S (i) (e, h) be the set of local states x (i) that satisfy these two conditions. The construction of the sets S (i) (e, h) is relatively simple. For each i ∈ O(e)∩O(h), it suffices to check the set of local states S (i) of automaton A (i) to identify states x (i) which satisfy the first condition, and for each x (i) , it is sufficient to check the successor states of x (i) to see if they satisfy the second condition. The complexity of the first part is of order n (i) , the number of local states of A (i) . The complexity of the second part is, at most, also of n (i) (if all the states of A (i) are reachable from any other local state x (i) ). Thus, the complexity of the construction of all the sets S (i) (e, h) is O( i∈O(e)∩O(h) (n (i) ) 2 ). Thus the complexity for all possible pairs (e, h), is given by O   e∈E h∈E P H−B i∈O(e)∩O(h)
In the case of functionally-disabling events, the analysis is more complex. Consider a functional PH-B event h and let ω(f (h) ) = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i ω } ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N } be the set of automata whose current state is an argument of the function f (h) . Let S (ω(f (h) )) be the subspace of states defined by the cartesian product of all local spaces S (i) such that i ∈ ω(f (h) ). The size of the state space S (ω(f (h) )) is then equal to i∈ω(f (h) ) n (i) . For each global state x = (x (1) , x (2) , . . ., x (N ) ) ∈ S, let x (ω(f (h) )) = (x (i 1 ) , x (i 2 ) , . . . , x (iω) ) ∈ S (ω(f (h) )) be the vector of states needed to evaluate the function f (h) . It is evident that, for an event e to functionally-disable an event h, it is necessary that it be defined on at least one automaton of ω(f (h) ), which means that O(e) ∩ ω(f (h) ) cannot be empty. In order to specify this more formally, we need the following definition. If v is a vector defined on a space A and w is a vector defined on space B for which B ⊂ A, then w is the image of v on B if and only if, for all i ∈ B, v (i) = w (i) . Now, for each such event e, and for each state x whose image on ω(f (h) ) is x (ω(f (h) )) with f (h) (x) = 1 (i.e., h is enabled), two conditions must be satisfied if e is to functionally disable h, namely:
• e must be enabled in state x (ω(f (h) ))
• after the firing of e, there must be a successor state of x (ω(f (h) )) , i.e., a y (ω(f (h) )) ∈ succ e (x (ω) ), such that f (h) (y (ω(f (h) )) ) = 0
If these two conditions hold, then e functionally disables h in all states x where e and h are enabled and for which the image of x on ω(f (h) ) is x (ω(f (h) )) . However, for each event e, it is necessary to traverse the set of states S (ω(f (h) )) to identify those states x (ω(f (h) )) in which e is enabled (first condition). Then, for each of these x (ω(f (h) )) , another traversal is needed to test for the second condition. Therefore, for each pair (e, h) with non-empty O(e) ∩ ω(f (h) ) and PH-B event h, the complexity of this identification operation is given by
While in the process of identifying disabling situations in a model, it is possible at the same time to mark those states in which a disabling event is a multiform event. In this manner, the process of replacing multiform events with other monoform events is relatively easy to perform and its complexity is of the order of the number of automata edges on which a multiform event is defined.
To summarize, once we know which events are disabling events and the states in which these disabling actions occur in the Ph-San model, then to transform a Ph-San into a San, the complexity of the four transformation steps previously presented is a function of the number of events, edges and states of each of the automata in the model, and is at most
where k (h) is the number of phases in the phase-type distribution associated with event h.
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how phase-type probability distributions may be incorporated into stochastic automata networks, (Sans). The key step is in realizing that it is the events defined on the various automata that are responsible for generating the transitions of the Markov chain that underlying a San. The distribution of the time between the enabling of an event and its firing is either exponentially distributed or else it has a phase-type distribution. In this later case, the distribution is modeled as the passage of time though a sequence of exponential phases, which implies that each phase-type event must be modeled as an automaton, i.e., each phase-type event gives rise to an induced automaton.
A major emphasis of this paper has been to show that the Markov chain of a San with phase-type events (which we called a Ph-San) has a compact tensor representation. This was accomplished by showing that it is possible to derive a regular, yet stochastically-equivalent,
San from a Ph-San. In a first step, a single event that can disable different multiple sets of phase-type events is replaced with multiple events that do not have this property. This is followed by a second step which completes the reduction of the original Ph-San to a regular San. The findings in this paper relate only to continuous-time Markov chains. Their application to discrete-time Markov chains is part of our on-going research effort.
